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Abstract
Contributions in this thematic issue focus explicitly on citizens and their online engagement with European politics. For
social media research in the European Union, citizens remain an understudied actor type in comparisonwith political elites
or news organizations. The reason, we argue, is four key challenges facing social media research in the European Union:
legal, ethical, technical, and cultural. To introduce this thematic issue, we outline these four challenges and illustrate how
they relate to each contribution. Given that these challenges are unlikely to dissipate, we stress the need for open dia‐
logue about them. A key part of that involves contextualizing research findings within the constraints in which they are
produced. Despite these challenges, the contributions showcase that a theoretical and empirical focus on citizens’ social
media activity can illuminate key insights into vitally important topics for contemporary Europe. These include civic partic‐
ipation, institutional communication, media consumption, gender inequality, and populism.
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Issue
This editorial is part of the issue “Analyzing Citizen Engagement With European Politics Through Social Media” edited by
Pieter de Wilde (Norwegian University of Science and Technology), Astrid Rasch (Norwegian University of Science and
Technology), and Michael Bossetta (Lund University).
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1. Introduction

Within the European Union (EU), the widespread adop‐
tion of social media dovetailed with a series of chal‐
lenges that threatened to undermine the polity. In 2008,
a series of economic crises pitted budget contributors
against budget receivers, whose citizens rapidly orga‐
nized anti‐austerity protests via social media. In 2014,
Eurosceptic politicians skillfully leveraged social media
for political campaigning, and their online supporters
propelled them to winning over one‐fourth of the seats
in the European Parliament. Shortly thereafter, tragic
scenes of a migrant influx from the Middle East went
viral on social media, generating both empathy and
anti‐Muslim hostility. Today, in an EU comprising one less
member state, concerns mount about the role of social

media in amplifying conspiracy theories and misinforma‐
tion in the midst of a public health crisis.

While social media has been integral to the EU’s
recent trajectory, academic research investigating the
relationship between EU citizens and social media has
proven difficult to conduct. To date, both citizens as
an actor‐class and the European dimension of their
social media activity have remained under‐researched.
We asked the academic community to carry out research
projects that specifically focus on citizens and their
engagement with European politics on social media.
The result is an inspiring collection of articles on issues
such as populism, gender, online engagement, news con‐
sumption, and data accessibility.

In opening this thematic issue,we present our reading
of the state of social media research on the EU to situate
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the research on citizens along three dimensions: con‐
tent, context, and activity. When analyzing social media
content, scholars interested in studying European poli‐
tics have adopted two main prisms for conceptualizing
Europe in their research designs: vertical and horizontal.
Whereas research adopting a vertical dimension exam‐
ines the extent to which the content of online discussions
explicitly mentions EU‐level actors, issues, and processes,
the horizontal dimension examines the extent to which
citizens’ social media engagement within national public
spheres is comparable across borders. Social media stud‐
ies that focus on citizens have, by‐and‐large, taken the hor‐
izontal approach through comparative research designs
of national‐level phenomena that relate to Europe, rather
than a direct analysis of citizens’ social media activity as
it pertains to the vertical dimension: Brussels, EU institu‐
tions, or pan‐European events.

Whether scholars approach Europe through a ver‐
tical or horizontal lens, the context of their empir‐
ical cases can be divided into two groups: formal
and extra‐parliamentary politics. Understandably, for‐
mal electoral research tends to revolve around the
European Parliament elections and, following broader
trends in political communication, focuses almost exclu‐
sively on political elites. Most of the research on
European citizens and social media concentrates around
extra‐parliamentary politics, such as protest mobiliza‐
tion, discursive participation around controversial topics,
and patterns of engagement with political news.

In addition to content and context, we can broadly
categorize prior research on citizens based on whether
they frame citizens’ online activity as proactive or
reactive. Studies of proactive online engagement exam‐
ine the role of social media in citizen‐initiated con‐
tent, such as the coordination of protests or starting
online debates about issues of transnational relevance.
Reactive online engagement, meanwhile, refers to study‐
ing citizens’ social media activity in response to pre‐
existing content, such as commenting on media articles
or reacting to politicians’ posts. Studies examining citi‐
zens’ unprompted, proactive social media conversations
find relatively high levels of vertical Europeanization,
whereas reactive conversations tend to remain confined
to cross‐border or domestic issues with little attention to
the vertical level.

Synthesizing the results of existing research on social
media and European politics in this way, we identify
three biases in current approaches to the subject. First,
studies on citizens are heavily weighted toward compar‐
ative case studies of national contexts, rather than an
explicit focus on the EUwithin these contexts. Second, an
actor‐type discrepancy exists between studies of formal
and extra‐parliamentary political processes. Formal elec‐
toral studies overly focus on political elites, and therefore
our knowledge of citizens’ social media activity in the EU
is primarily limited to extra‐parliamentary politics. Third
and related, studies on citizens tend to focus on citizens’
proactive engagement with pan‐European topics.

To a large extent, these biases can be attributed to
four challenges in conducting academic research on citi‐
zens’ engagement with European politics through social
media: legal, ethical, technical, and cultural. We detail
these challenges below, and illustrate how each contri‐
bution in this thematic issue grappled with them. Thus,
our aim with this thematic issue is to contribute both to
our substantive knowledge on citizen engagement with
European politics as well as our understanding of the cur‐
rent practice of academic research on the theme.

2. Legal Challenges

The cottage industry of opinionmining that started in the
early 2010s generated increasing push back in the sec‐
ond half of the 2010s. Privacy agents rang alarm bells,
critics warned about the consequences for democracy,
and regulators sharpened legislation and oversight. Legal
barriers were erected that make it more difficult for com‐
mercial interests and researchers to access social media
data. In particular, the Cambridge Analytica scandal of
2017 highlighted the ethical complications of studying
people’s political opinions through social media without
the informed consent of users.

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)—the
main piece of EU legislation governing privacy online—
provides two routes for accessing what people post on
social media. The first route is through informed con‐
sent. This requires an academic to inform individuals of
the research project conducted and get them to agree to
being studied. This is extremely arduous given anonymity
on social media, difficulties in contacting individuals, and
the sheer amount of people who would need to agree
to participate in order to make quantitative analysis of
the vast amount of material available possible. The sec‐
ond route is through an appeal to the public interest in
understanding the role that social media plays in democ‐
racy and political accountability. In practice, a norm has
developed that this second route allows for studying the
behavior of political elites such as political parties and
individual politicians online. But it does not allow for
studying citizen engagement directly, in the form of ana‐
lyzing the comments and posts ordinary citizens leave
behind online. This will have to be approached indirectly,
for example in an aggregated manner through studying
the amount of likes that posts by political elites gather.

The contributors to this thematic issue clearly shied
away from citing individual posts by citizens online.
Heidenreich et al. (2022, p. 129) explicitly articulate how
GDPR limits our ability to study citizen engagement with
European politics through social media:

This [GDPR privacy restriction] particularly concerns
the actual comments. It is currently impossible
to gather information on this aspect, barring any
research on the actual contents posted in response
to status posts….This also means that we cannot
assess what the engagement with EU news, as
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operationalized in this study, means in terms of legit‐
imacy or support for the EU as such.

3. Ethical Challenges

Ethical considerations have tended to be an afterthought
in social media research. In the early days of social
media, the idea that there might even be an ethical com‐
ponent tended to be neglected. Zimmer and Proferes
(2014, p. 256) found that only 4% of published arti‐
cles on Twitter made any explicit mention of ethical
considerations—a third of which only to conclude that
Twitter data was “public information and thus its collec‐
tion and use did not require ethical review or special con‐
sideration.”While attention to ethicsmay have increased
since then, their findings reveal a research community
not intuitively attuned to thinking about ethics. As ethics
review boards and various field‐specific organizations
have developed ethical guidelines for a constantly shift‐
ing terrain of social media platforms and practices, it
is perhaps the still stricter formal GDPR constraints dis‐
cussed above that have particularly forced researchers
to consider the privacy of the people they are study‐
ing. For example, Seibicke andMichailidou (2022, p. 102)
state: “We refrained from directly identifying and quot‐
ing (eponymously or anonymously) individuals,” in order
not to breach GDPR privacy rules.

A number of studies have pointed to the discrepancy
between researchers’ perception of the publicity of the
data they work with and users’ perceptions of their gen‐
erated content. As Fiesler and Proferes (2018, p. 2) found
by asking social media users directly: “The majority of
Twitter users in our study do not realize that researchers
make use of tweets, and a majority also believe that
researchers should not be able to do so without per‐
mission.” Clearly, this observation is far removed from
many researchers’ assumptions that anyone who posts
on Twitter must be aware that tweets are public and can
be used in research. While it would be easy for scholars
to point to the Terms and Conditions of the platform, it
is well established that these lengthy and changing docu‐
ments are rarely read or understood by users (Beninger
et al., 2014, p. 14). Ethically, if not legally, researchers
are obliged to consider whether users can “reason‐
ably expect to be observed by strangers” (Townsend &
Wallace, 2016, p. 10). Indeed, researchers may even find
themselves torn between following the legal require‐
ment set by Twitter in their Terms and Conditions (i.e.,
to cite the full text and user handle) and ethical consid‐
erations about maintaining users’ anonymity (Beninger
et al., 2014, p. 33).

The need for ethical awareness increases when it
comes to the content produced by vulnerable subjects
or regarding sensitive topics. Williams et al. (2017) found
that groups that are more likely to be exposed to online
harassment such as women, LGBT people, and Black or
minority ethnic tweeters were more likely to feel con‐
cerned about their posts being used for research. A basic

requirement in ethical guidelines is that one should avoid
exposing people to risk of harm (Townsend & Wallace,
2016, p. 7). For vulnerable groups, such risk of harm is
bound up with their identity so that publicizing the very
existence of a personwho is Black or gaymay put themat
risk by potentially bringing them to the attention of trolls
or violent groups. Hence, Galpin (2022, p. 168) argues
that “the nature of subaltern counter‐spheres is often
that they cannot be ethically studied without the explicit
consent and approval of community members and may
need to involve researchers who belong to the commu‐
nities being analysed.”

Regarding ethical challenges, let us finally raise a criti‐
cal reflection on the relationship between the researcher
and the platform. As Srinivasan (2017, p. 1) argues:

We treat commercial platforms such as Facebook,
Twitter, or Google today as if they were public spaces
and systems, ignoring that they must remain primar‐
ily accountable to their shareholders. These commer‐
cial priorities, rather than the diverse publics and cul‐
tures, shape how these tools are developed and the
agendas they serve.

On the one hand, this should prompt researchers to con‐
sider the influence of such agendas on the politics that
we study. Who gets to say what, given the agendas and
algorithms of the platforms?On the other hand, it should
make us scrutinize our own position as researchers.
To what extent does our dependence on the platforms
to get access to data prevent us from asking critical ques‐
tions about them? While most contributions in this the‐
matic issue treat platforms as a window through which
we can study the political behavior of, and interaction
between, political elites and citizens in Europe, Dommett
and Tromble (2022) explicitly pick up the role of plat‐
forms and the fact that they are not “fully transparent
windows.” They argue for more academic activism to
force platforms to provide access and illustrate how this
may be done.

4. Technical Challenges

The relationship between researcher and platform also
highlights some of the key technical challenges in study‐
ing socialmedia. Researchers, too, are end‐users of social
media platforms, albeit in a different way than users
interfacing with platforms on the front‐end. When it
comes to researchers’ capacity to study social media,
our reliance on platform data has been laid bare, most
notably through Facebook’s throttling of public access
to its Graph API. Yet, scholarly reflections in response
to that inflection point have generated a stronger crit‐
ical awareness about how the data made available by
platforms subtly work to steer our objects of analysis.
This nudging represents the overarching technical chal‐
lenge to overcome when studying citizens’ engagement
on social media.
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While computational techniques to analyze social
media data present a technical challenge for researchers,
these barriers are within researchers’ control and are
thus the easiest to overcome. Likewith anymethodology,
computational methods applied via programs like R or
Python require training, practice, and learning‐by‐doing.
Instead, we focus here on more fundamental technical
challenges in social media research that relate, in one
way or another, to data access and structure. The scale,
format, and availability of this data have direct impli‐
cations for our understanding of citizens’ online politi‐
cal engagement.

The first technical challenge is scale. Platforms struc‐
ture data access to both academics and citizen users alike,
in ways that obscure an aggregate‐level understanding of
citizens’ political engagement on social media. Scale, in
terms of processing large datasets, can to some extent
be solved with increased computational power. However,
even if it is possible to gather vast amounts of data, stor‐
ing and sharing data amongst international collaborative
research teams is not without its obstacles, as privacy
regulations generally prohibit the storage of social media
data. As noted by Özdemir and Rauh (2022, p. 142):

Managing…large volumes of data entails major logis‐
tical problems with regard to storing, sharing, and
analyzing the data—especially in a collaborative
project. While collaborative coding is tremendously
facilitated by services such as our preferred GitHub,
such free‐of‐charge services quickly reach their limits
with the amount of data we had to wrangle for the
analyses here.

Scale, and how platforms deal with it, is also a chal‐
lenge as it affects what citizens see on social media.
Algorithmic filtering is a widespread business practice
to manage and personalize content, resulting in the
research limitation noted by Bil‐Jaruzelska and Monzer
(2022, p.182): “We lack insight into how algorithms pro‐
mote content and thus influence engagement, which lim‐
its our ability to control for confounding factors that
drive engagement.’’

A second technical challenge is the availability of
data, where the power of platforms to influence research
on citizens is most visible. On the one hand, platforms
can entirely limit access to citizens’ data in line with legal
and ethical considerations outlined above. For example,
Facebook has historically blocked data access to citizens’
private networks, and more recently has revoked access
to citizens’ comments on public pages due to privacy con‐
cerns. Thiele (2022, p. 193) notes that:

Accessing the Facebook API has become more and
more difficult for researchers in the past few years.
Many social media scholars today are dependent
on endeavors like Facepager….Such programs, how‐
ever, have a precarious status themselves and con‐
stantly run the risk of losing the access granted by

Facebook. A different problem is the lack of trans‐
parency and constant changes of the Facebook API.
The data returned sometimes exhibit gaps or skew‐
ness for unclear reasons.

The unavailability or uncertainty regarding data com‐
pleteness not only limits our understanding of citi‐
zens’ political engagement on the platform, it also
drives researchers to focus on Twitter. Platforms’ cur‐
rent approach to addressing this technical challenge is
the public release of official datasets using anonymiza‐
tion techniques such as differential privacy. Researchers
interested in citizens’ political engagement should,
however, consider the implied normative valence of
these datasets. To date, publicly released datasets
focus predominantly on understanding disinformation,
either through understanding the dissemination strate‐
gies of malicious actors (Twitter’s Influence Operations
datasets) or citizens’ fake news sharing (Facebook URLs
dataset). Especially in the latter case, access to data
is conditional upon researching citizens’ misinformation
sharing, which steers research toward citizens’ negative
practices of social media engagement. When seeking
to understand the democratic implications of citizens’
social media engagement, researchers should also con‐
sider how social media activity can positively contribute
to democratic norms. But this requires linking very
abstract concepts like legitimacy or deliberation to the
short and abbreviated reality of actual socialmedia posts.
The next section picks up these cultural challenges.

5. Cultural Challenges

By focusing specifically on European politics, this the‐
matic issue fills one of the important gaps in the research
about politics on social media. As Bruns et al. (2016, p. 2)
note, the US (and to a lesser extent the UK and other
Western countries) are overrepresented in the literature
on social media and politics. They point out that the
American political and media systems are so particular
that it is hard to translate the findings on howmedia are
used for political campaigning there to other contexts.
“What is necessary instead,” they suggest, “is a broad‐
based, cross‐national investigation of social media use
in political communication and campaigning that allows
for a charting of the similarities and differences in social
media adoption and application against the backdrop of
specific national…contexts” (Bruns et al., 2016, p. 2).

This is a challenge that many of our contributions
pick up on, for example Bene et al. (2022). Wallaschek
et al. (2022) illustrate the problems with such a cross‐
national approach. Data in small countries might not
be enough, such as on International Women’s Day 2021
in Lithuania. Spain and Ireland have languages that are
spoken in multiple countries, making language‐based
sampling problematic. In short, “Collecting cross‐country
socialmedia data remains a challenge” (Wallaschek et al.,
2022, p. 157).
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A key difference here is between cross‐national and
transnational studies, with the former placing nations
alongside one another while the latter is interested
also in connections at the sub‐ and supranational lev‐
els (Struck et al., 2011). People engage in political activi‐
ties and conversations on social media in groupings that
do not neatly align with the national community, some‐
times being closely connected to their local neighbor‐
hood. At other times, this engagement cuts across state
borders. Approaching politics on social media through a
transnational lens allows those connections between cit‐
izens at the local, regional, and supranational levels to
come into focus. Bossetta et al. (2017, p. 54) refer to
the “transnational promise” of social networking sites
“to contribute to instantaneous, cross‐border flows of
political communication.” Such transnational dynamics
are explicitly picked up by Özdemir and Rauh (2022) in
their study of supranational communication by EU insti‐
tutions, and by Seibicke and Michailidou (2022) in their
reflections on how forms of association with the EU are
debated in various countries.

Yet, when carrying out research into such transna‐
tional phenomena, we are faced with a number of cul‐
tural challenges. Broadly speaking, these relate to the
feasibility and desirability of transnational and compara‐
tive research. To what extent is it feasible (given the lan‐
guage skills and resource limitations of the researcher) to
study different European contexts in one project? And to
what extent can these places be meaningfully compared,
given the differences in both political culture and social
media culture, and what are the pitfalls such a project
must avoid?

The first challenge of transnational or comparative
research is its feasibility. As researchers in fields like
transnational history and comparative literature have
discovered, to their chagrin, the scope of a project can
become too big to be practicable. Just as there are only
so many archives one historian can go to, or so many lan‐
guages one literary scholar can read, so too are there
practical limits that constrain the ambitions of the social
media researcher. We do our best to select relevant
cases and comparisons, but it remains difficult to assess
the generalizability of findings outside of the chosen
cases (González‐González et al., 2022; Hameleers, 2022).
While some of these obstacles may be dealt with by
recruiting someone with the necessary skills, the very
real problem of funding will often mean that the only
solution becomes to scale down the ambitions of the
project. Large collaborative projects, such as the one by
Bene et al. (2022),makemajor steps in expanding the cul‐
tural space under study. Yet, a single study that includes
all European countries remains elusive, and limitations in
obtaining EU‐wide, comparable information on how poli‐
tics on social media is similar or different across member
statesmeanwehave to generalize to the entire European
continent with caution.

Furthermore, wemust consider possible limits to the
desirability of working across borders. Is there a risk that

in the effort to paint the bigger transnational picture we
lose local nuances? While European citizens may com‐
municate and organize across national borders, they are
still affected by the social and political realities that apply
locally and which may affect social media use. Attention
to the border‐crossing potential of social media should
not lead us to fall into the trap of what Chan (2013,
p. xi) terms “digital universalism,” where we assume that
digital culture is the same everywhere. While Chan’s
research focuses on Peru, the warning applies also to a
European framework. Since much existing research on
European socialmedia usage focuses onWestern Europe,
there is a risk in treating one country as a generalizable
case, and subsequently comparing to what extent the
rest of Europe follows or diverges from one country’s
model. Any transnational study of social media use must
be sensitive to local practices and take care not to see
them as derivative of a Western standard.

6. Conclusion

While we are not able to overcome all four of these
research challenges in this thematic issue, our aim is to
illustrate how a core focus on European citizens’ social
media engagement can advance social science across
multiple fronts: political studies, media studies, and gen‐
der studies. Since the outlined challenges are unlikely
to dissipate, we stress the need for open dialogue and
knowledge sharing about them, so that the strength and
limitations of research findings can be contextualized
within the constraints in which they are produced. For
social media research, the accumulation of knowledge
requires not only theoretical and empirical development;
it also requires the development and sharing of best prac‐
tices to overcome the challenges we outline here. In the
spirit of open science, we present these challenges at the
outset of this thematic issue, and we invite readers to
reflect upon them as they read the contributions herein.
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